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ARBS is the premier association of retirement benefits schemes and service
providers in Kenya. We are involved in advocating for a conducive environment
for the operation of the schemes as well as disseminating knowledge/education
to stakeholders.

The retirement benefits industry in Kenya currently consists of over 1300
registered retirement benefits schemes with aggregate membership of over 3
million. The sector has also grown from around Sh100 billion asset base in 2000
to the current Sh1.08 trillion. There are over 6000 trustees, 21 fund managers,
30 administrators and 11 custodians.
A BRIEF ON RBA GUIDELINES ON GOOD GOVERNANCE PRACTICES
In October 2018 under Legal Notice No 193 the RBA issued guidelines on good
governance practices for retirement benefits schemes.This initiative was
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Risk management policy
Code of conduct for the scheme
Conflict of interest policy and register
Scheme strategic plan
Scheme communication policy
Trustee Board Charter

OUR VISION
“To be the first point of reference for all
retirement benefits matters and a key
facilitator of rapid development of a
vibrant retirement benefits industry for
all Kenyans”.
OUR MISSION
“To be a strong, effective and
recognized forum to represent and
promote the interests of member
schemes and other stakeholders
through innovative advocacy and
education”
OUR GOALS
Central to the services to members are:
1. Member Education Programme
2. Lobbying for changes
3. Communication on industry
changes
4. Problem solving assistance

The new guidelines require trustees to disclose in the annual audited
financial statements what actions they have taken to comply with the
guidelines. The guidelines contain a template Governance Disclosure
Statement for this purpose.
ARBS Council commends this initiative by the Regulator. We consider
that this is a major milestone in fostering growth with integrity in the
retirement benefits sector.
Scheme governance will be evaluated by RBA to ensure compliance
and in the event a scheme is found to be non-compliant then the
scheme may be required to submit a remedial action plan to RBA
setting out what measures the scheme intends to take to ensure
compliance.
Trustees have been given responsibility for determining which is the
best way of implementing the good governance guidelines. RBA will
use a “Disclose, Apply or Explain” approach to compliance with the
guidelines.
The guidelines have been developed to align with the general
principles of corporate governance and take into account the
provisions of the Act and Regulations.
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The timeline for the implementation of the guidelines is not specified.

TDPK Curriculum review

Good governance is an essential element in ensuring that schemes
are able to deliver on the benefits promise. Good governance ensures
trustees have less to be worried about and effectively discharge their
core responsibility which is to safeguard the retirement benefits of
members.

ARBS has played a leading role in a TDPK curriculum and
material review. The most crucial phase was completed during a
workshop that entailed expert review of the curriculum. Various
industry players were in attendance; the regulator, service
providers, the College of Insurance and ARBS. The revised
curriculum is largely ready and the course material is currently
beinmg revised. The new curriculum is expected to be launched
in the second half of 2019.

With this in mind ARBS is preparing to hold a breakfast meeting which
will focus on this guideline. RBA will be a keynote speaker. The date
will be advised shortly.

Council Membership
ARBS Council will conduct elections in May 2019 to fill vacant
positions left in the Council. We sincerely thank the current and
past Council members for their distinguished service to the
Association. All members who wish to join the Council can
contact the Executive Secretariat to find out on how to go about
being a member.
The Association is putting together an Annual Retirement
Benefits Conference that will be geared towards discussing
‘Review of Retirement Benefits Act and Regulations’. It is
tentatively scheduled for June 2019 and we shall keep you
informed of developments. In the meantime please review the
RBA Act and Regulations and prepare questions and answers in
advance. We will have a team from RBA and other industry
players present.

ARBS STRATEGIC GOALS
Implementation of our Strategic Plan 2016 – 2020 is continuing.
Two of the main strategic goals are expanding membership and expanding services to members.
What is ARBS involved with now?
TDPK
▪ ARBS has led TDPK curriculum and material review. The most crucial phase was completed during a workshop that entailed
expert review of the curriculum. Various industry players were in attendance; the regulator, service providers, the College of
Insurance and ARBS.
Regulation
▪ ARBS is driving efforts to achieve early resolution of litigation regarding PPDA, Umbrella Scheme Regulations etc
▪ ARBS is pressing RBA to undertake full review of the Retirement Benefits Act and Regulations
▪ ARBS has played a key role on development of RBA Market Conduct Guideline on Good Governance Practices (GGG).
▪ ARBS is following up on the PPAD Act appeal and it is liaising with the regulator to make sure the best interests of the parties
is achieved.
▪ ARBS is following up on proposals submitted to National Treasury in its review of the Income Tax Act
Education
▪ ARBS is developing a Memorandum of Understanding with a leading educational institution for the delivery of high quality
trustee training and member education
Member Information
▪ ARBS organises breakfast meetings on a quarterly basis, to discuss topical and emerging issues in the retirement benefits
sector so as to keep members up to date
▪ ARBS has provided a platform for its member to liaise and get education on new investment opportunities like private equity
and infrastructure financing.
▪ ARBS is in the process of developing a framework that will highlight the risks in regards to fraud so that players can pay
attention to protective measures and also for the regulator to understand the problem and related risks
▪ ARBS has introduced periodical Newsletters and plans to develop these further
▪ ARBS is revising its Guide to Best Practice

What is in the pipeline for ARBS?
ARBS Strategic Plan 2016 – 2020 includes fairly ambitious goals such as:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Development of TDPK refresher programmes
Development of ADPK for in house and external Administrators
Development of e-learning programmes
Development of Trustees’ toolkit
Development of fully fledged ARBS Secretariat equipped to undertake
research, and provide wide range of services to members
✓ Development of template TDRs and related Deeds and a multitude of other
plans to broaden its support for members

The success of all of these initiatives requires a broad ARBS
membership and subscriptions base. To this end ARBS will
shortly launch an aggressive membership drive to expand
membership to achieve optimum levels. We are looking to
the current membership to support the membership drive.
There is need to strengthen the Association so that it can be
more effective in articulating and achieving the interests of
the retirement benefits sector. The Association is governed
by the Council supported by 3 Committees charged with
responsibility for Governance and Finance, Membership
and Visibility and External Relations, each with specific
agendas and deliverables.
The Council would like to assure the membership and the
sector at large that it is committed to advancing the interests
of the membership and making a positive contribution to the
sector.

